
water stations formed by springs or little
mountain streams; but they sometimes go
dry, and it is generally fifteen miles, and
sometimes twenty or thirty between each.
Nothing grows there except sage and a little
grass, and when we get to the southern
border of the Territory we find thorns and
thistles, and the cactus, which grows to a
tree seven or eight feet high, and so thorny
that no one, seemingly, can get near it. I
was struck with the good condition of the
cattle as I passed through the country. I
could not see what they got to eat; they
would stand and watch the cactus, it
looked so nice and green, but woe to the
animals that touched it. The earth in this
region is fortified with thistles sufficiently
to justify the prediction to Adam, when
cast from the garden—“Thorns and thistles
shall it bring forth.”

A great portion of the soil cultivated by
the brethren is sand; cultivation, however,
seems to change its nature considerably. In
Washington and St. George they have been
greatly inconvenienced in consequence of
mineral being in the soil. Much of this
mineral land is being reclaimed, and the
prospects for abundance of fruit are very
good. Grape vines planted three or four
years ago now bear plentifully, and the ex-
tent and breadth of soil for the planting of
vineyards, and for raising abundance of
other fruit to which that climate is more
particularly adapted than this upper region
of the basin, are being greatly increased. To
look at these little spots one would think
that all the land susceptible of cultivation
was now occupied, and that there was no
room for more; but, by continued labor
and expense, additional land may be re-
claimed. The dam constructed four years
ago for the irrigation of the farms near
Washington, situated four miles above the

town, has been washed out by the floods;
the result will be to some extent disastrous
to the cotton crop, and but little, probably,
will be planted. The fact is, however, that
as soon as the people are able to do it, they
can dig canals on each side of the Narrows
where this dam has been located, and thus
procure a permanent supply of water.

The proposed canals will bring under
range of irrigation several thousand more
acres of land, which, by being carefully and
properly cultivated, will make room for
many more settlers. Notwithstanding the
many difficulties with which the people
have to contend, we found them progress-
ing and feeling warm and warm-hearted.
Most of them were sent there as missionar-
ies, and sacrificed good homes and compe-
tence in this part of the country to go and
assist in building up that mission, and we
feel, in relation to them, that they are really
the choice children of Israel. The town of
St. George is being built up magnificently,
many of the houses are of first-class charac-
ter, their improvements are permanent, and
their gardens and vineyards are being culti-
vated in a very tasteful manner, and its pre-
sent appearance seems to indicate that at
no distant day it will be one of the most
delightful spots in creation.

The people who were sent on that mis-
sion, and who have remained in the coun-
try, are those who are willing to do what is
required of them, and determined to fulfil
the laws and commandments of God.
There are many who thought the country
could not be reclaimed, and abandoned it,
who are scattered along the road between
here and there, and some are now going
back to make a beginning. The building of
the cotton factory by President Young at
Washington has also encouraged the Saints;
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